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300 MBPS CCSDS PROCESSING USING FPGA’s

Thad J. Genrich

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a 300 Mega Bit Per Second (MBPS) Front End Processor (FEP)
prototype completed in early 1993. The FEP implements a patent pending parallel frame
synchronizer (frame sync) design in 12 Actel 1240 Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA’s). The FEP also provides (255,223) Reed-Solomon (RS) decoding and a High
Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) output interface.

The recent introduction of large RAM based FPGA’s allows greater high speed data
processing integration and flexibility to be achieved. A proposed FEP implementation
based on Altera 10K50 FPGA’s is described. This design can be implemented on a single
slot 6U VME module, and includes a PCI Mezzanine Card (PMC) for a commercial Fibre
Channel or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) output interface module. Concepts for
implementation of (255,223) RS and Landsat 7 Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH)
decoding in FPGA’s are also presented.

The paper concludes with a summary of the advantages of high speed data processing in
FPGA’s over Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) based approaches. Other
potential data processing applications are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In late 1992, Hughes funded a 6 month research and development project to demonstrated
the feasibility of 300 MBPS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
telemetry data processing. The resulting FEP prototype provides frame sync, RS error
correction, and HIPPI output interface functions for 300 MBPS CCSDS processing. A



patent pending frame sync design was implemented along with other data formatting
functions in twelve 4000 equivalent gate FPGA’s.

Altera has recently introduced 50,000 and 100,000 equivalent gate FPGA’s. One of the
50,000 gate devices is capable of implementing all of the FEP frame sync and data
formatting functions. The capabilities of these devices also make them suitable for other
types of high data rate processing functions.

Switches and storage devices supporting more efficient high data rate standards, such as
Fibre Channel and ATM are now available. Interfaces supporting these standards are
beginning to become available as PCI Mezzanine Cards (PMC’s). Backplane crosspoint
switch modules supporting the RACEway standard are also available from Mercury
Computer Systems as standard products. This interface allows communication between
VME modules in the same chassis at rates up to 1280 MBPS.

These new developments allow implementation of a 300 MBPS FEP on a single slot 6U
VME module. They also provide the power to perform higher rate processing, the
flexibility to implement other data processing algorithms, the communication capabilities
to interface to standard high data rate networks, and the ability to perform multiple
algorithms in the same chassis.

FEP PROTOTYPE SPECIFICATIONS

The frame sync was required to synchronize to all combinations of true/inverse and
forward/reverse data, and output true forward code blocks to the RS decoders. A fixed
codeblock interleave of 5 was specified, which resulted in a 1275 byte frame, not including
the 4 byte synchronization pattern. A standard search/check/lock/flywheel algorithm was
specified, with two separate selections for 0 to 31 tolerated synchronization pattern errors
in search/check and lock/flywheel states. Two separate selections of 0 to 15 consecutive
synchronization patterns were specified for transition from check to lock (received) and
flywheel to search (missed). A selection of 0 to ±3 allowable bits between consecutive
synchronization patterns was also required. Selectable derandomization per the CCSDS
standard was also specified.

Time stamping capability was also required to track the time of arrival of each frame. A
HIPPI output interface was specified because it was the only standard supported by
commercial computer interfaces in 1992 that allowed throughput of the 300 MBPS data.



FEP PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

To eliminate additional connectors and reduce overall design effort, the FEP prototype is
implemented on a single 16” x 16” 10 layer Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The design
utilizes 117 integrated circuits which were all commercially available in late 1992. A block
diagram of the FEP is shown in Figure 1.

The heart of the design is a patent pending frame sync design. The design utilizes data that
is demultiplexed (converted from a serial to parallel format) to greatly reduce the
processing clock rate. In the case of the FEP, a 1 to 8 demultiplexer (demux) is used to
reduce the serial input clock rate of 300 MHz maximum to an 8 bit parallel processing rate
of 37.5 MHz maximum. The demux front end functions are implemented using Motorola
100K ECLInPS logic.

There are several difficulties associated with the demultiplexed frame sync approach,
which were all successfully addressed in the FEP prototype design. Since input data is
processed 8 bits at a time, 8 times as many correlators must be used to detect the frame
sync pattern, each examining one of the 8 possible input bit shifts. The frame sync must
include logic to arbitrate the possibility of multiple simultaneous pattern recognitions.
Frame boundaries must be defined by both clock cycle counts and bit shifts. Input data
must be pipelined to compensate for the delays through the correlators and frame sync
algorithm. Output data must be shifted for proper alignment when a frame boundary does
not correspond to a demultiplexed byte boundary.

The FEP frame sync utilizes 8 correlators to search for both forward true and forward
inverted frame sync patterns. Only 8 correlators are required, since bits in error relative to
a true reference pattern are correct relative to the inverse of the pattern. Since the FEP
correlators are 32 bits long, the number of errors relative to the inverse pattern is 32 minus
the number of errors relative to the true pattern. The FEP also includes 8 additional
correlators to search for reverse true and reverse inverted frames sync patterns. Two
correlators and associated subtraction/comparison logic are implemented in each of 8
FPGA’s. Another FPGA is used to select one of the two possible error threshold values
and format the result for output to the correlator FPGA’s.

A dual port RAM with it’s input and output addressing controlled by another FPGA is
used for the data buffering function. The input port address increments on each clock cycle
to store new input data words. When a forward frame sync pattern is recognized, the
current value of the RAM input address is latched. An offset representing the delay of the
correlator and the frame sync is subtracted to obtain a starting output address. When a
reverse frame sync pattern is recognized, a similar process is used to generate a starting
address, and the data is read out of the RAM in a reverse order.



FIGURE 1  FEP BLOCK DIAGRAM
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A data formatting FPGA performs bit shift and inversion functions on RAM output data. It
also implements a selectable derandomization function.

Another FPGA implements all the remaining frame sync functions. This includes
check/lock duration and bit slip functions, as well as interfaces to the other frame sync
FPGA’s.

The FEP RS decoder is implemented with 5 Advanced Hardware Architecture 4600 chip
sets. These devices are now obsolete because they are based on a wafer fabrication
process that is no longer supported.

The time stamp logic accepts a 54 bit parallel Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) time code
from a 60 pin ribbon cable input and appends it to each received frame prior to output.
This input is compatible with the Odetics AITG-PC IBM Personal Computer (PC)
compatible time code generator module parallel output port.

A transmit only HIPPI interface is used for data output. This interface is implemented with
an AMCC S2020 HIPPI source device.

The test results showed that the FEP reliably meets all specifications at data rates from 1
MBPS to 350 MBPS.

FUSIONTM MODULE

A single slot width 6U VME module is being developed which is capable of supporting the
FEP or a variety of other signal and data processing applications. The module is called
FUSION to indicate the breadth of application capability available in a single module. A
block diagram of the FUSION module is shown in Figure 2.

The heart of the FUSION module is four Altera FLEX 10K RAM based FPGA’s. These
devices are connected in a mesh arrangement that allows maximum board level routing
flexibility. Since the devices are FPGA’s, the function and direction of each connection is
defined by the particular FPGA configuration. Each FPGA also has an associated dual port
RAM for data storage.

The module has the capability of mounting 2 PMC’s. These modules can be either
standard commercial modules utilizing a full PCI bus, or custom modules compliant with
the PMC mechanical specifications which implements a custom interface. The FPGA
associated with a particular PMC is configured with the appropriate logic interface for that
device.
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The VME interface allows software configuration, control, status, and low to moderate
rate data transfers to/from an external VME based computer.

A non-volatile control Programmable Logic Device (PLD) is provided to configure the
RAM based FPGA’s on power-up using data stored in the Flash memory. Direct VME
configuration and programming of Flash memory data are also supported.

Input/Output (I/O) mezzanine module capability is included to add flexibility to the
utilization of the P2 connections. An application specific I/O mezzanine module can
provide a custom combination of pin assignments, drivers/receivers, additional I/O
functions, or co-processing functions. An I/O mezzanine module with unbuffered FPGA
connections to P2 allows the implementation of a RACEway interface for high speed
module to module communication.

300 MBPS FEP FUSIONTM CONCEPT

The high data rate I/O interfaces necessary to implement the FEP on a FUSION module
can be provided on 2 PMC’s. One custom PMC will implement the FEP serial to parallel
(demultiplexer) and parallel to serial (multiplexer) test functions utilizing a custom
interface. The second PMC will be a standard commercial Fibre Channel or ATM
interface to a standard PCI bus.

The PMC1 FPGA will be configured to perform the frame sync function. The 300 MBPS
FEP frame sync design utilizes an estimated 29,100 gates of logic. Capability to process
reverse data is unlikely to be required for current systems, since solid state memories allow
data playback in the forward direction. Elimination of this requirement will decrease the
number of true/inverse correlators from 16 to 8, and the FEP frame sync to approximately
18,000 gates. One Altera 10K50 FPGA contains approximately 36,000 gates of
configurable logic apart from RAM. One device will contain a forward only 300 MBPS
frame sync at approximately 50% utilization, or a 300 MBPS forward/reverse frame sync
at approximately 81% utilization.

The VME FPGA will perform error correction (if required) and VME interface functions.
Error correction can also be provided by a NASA RS Error Correction (RSEC) ASIC
mounted on the I/O mezzanine module. The P2 FPGA will be used to provide the TIB test
data generation function. A PCI interface will be implemented in the PMC2 FPGA to
provide frame sync data to the commercial PMC.



600/1200 MBPS FEP FUSIONTM CONCEPTS

An increase in data rate requires additional demultiplexing to prevent a corresponding
increase in FPGA clock rate. Since the 300 MBPS FEP implements an 8 output demux, a
600 MBPS frame sync would incorporate a 16 bit output demux, and a 1200 MBPS frame
sync would utilize a 32 bit output demux.

Increasing the number of demux output bits requires a corresponding increase in frame
sync logic. Assuming a linear relationship between demux output width and logic
requirements, a 600 MBPS forward frame sync would require approximately 36,000 gates,
and a 1200 MBPS frame sync would require approximately 72,000 gates.

It has been shown that a FUSION module populated with four 36,000 equivalent gate
Altera 10K50’s can process 300 MBPS data. If on board error correction requirements are
reduced through the use of RSEC ASIC’s on the I/O mezzanine, error correction on a
separate FUSION module, or processing of unencoded data, the frame sync function can
be split between the PMC1 and VME FPGA’s. This would allow implementation of a 600
MBPS FEP on a 10K50 based FUSION module.

Processing of 1200 MBPS and higher rates can be implemented more efficiently using the
62,000 equivalent gate 10K100 FPGA. Two of these devices can readily contain the
estimated 72,000 gate frame sync logic. Assuming no on board FPGA based error
correction, this data rate can be supported on a 10K100 based FUSION module.

FUSIONTM BASED ERROR CORRECTION & OTHER
APPLICATION CONCEPTS

A CCSDS RS decoder operating at 150 MBPS can be hosted in a single FPGA. The
design would implement the required syndrome generation, error location polynomial
calculation, Chien search, and error value/correction algorithms. Logic requirements for
the design are estimated to be 46,813 gates, or 75.5% of the available gates in a 10K100
FPGA.

A 300 MBPS Landsat 7 BCH decoder can also be implemented in a single FPGA. The
demultiplexed format requires the implementation of 8 parallel syndrome generation, error
location polynomial calculation, and Chien search/error correction algorithms. Logic
requirements for this design are estimated to be 26,550 gates, which is 73.8% utilization of
a 10K50, or 42.8% utilization of a 10K100.

FPGA’s are particularly well suited to implementing high speed, repetitive, integer based
algorithms. Some algorithms which could be implemented with the FUSION module



include lossless (Rice) decompression, data manipulation algorithms (e.g. windowing), and
other data processing algorithms (e.g. averaging, limiting, filtering).

A chassis could be configured with one or more FUSION modules to perform frame sync
and error correction functions. Several additional FUSION modules would be included in
the chassis to provide configurable data processing and fixed output (PMC) functions.
These modules would receive their input data over a backplane RACEway interface. This
subsystem would be capable of implementing a variety of algorithms on command, with a
flexible allocation of algorithms to particular modules and output interfaces.

FPGA’s/FUSIONTM vs. CUSTOM ASIC’s/MODULES

There are a number of advantages to the use of FPGA’s on a flexible platform such as
FUSION over the common practice of implementing custom ASIC’s on custom modules.

Non-recurring development costs for custom chips and modules are eliminated. The non-
recurring checking, mask, and test set-up costs for a custom gate array can be well over
$100K. Any errors found after chip or board fabrication will require another set of non-
recurring charges to correct. A RAM based FPGA has no non-recurring charges or risk of
repeated charges.

Custom chips and modules often require additional non-recurring hardware related
expenditures to adapt to new requirements or correct system level incompatibilities.
Modification of RAM based FPGA design requires minimal non-recurring hardware costs.

The recurring cost of an ASIC implementation can be high due to large minimum purchase
quantities from an ASIC foundry. These quantities can be in the hundreds of devices,
potentially creating a situation where a hundred devices must be purchased for each one
used. Since FPGA’s are commercial devices used for a wide variety of applications, they
can easily be purchased in small quantities.

Obsolescence is a problem with a custom ASIC implementation. Integrated circuit
fabrication processes are typically supported for only 5-10 years. This is a particular
problem for long term support of a subsystem. Updating as ASIC to a new process can
involve non-recurring costs nearly as high as the initial development. FPGA’s are typically
supported for a longer period, and compatible devices based on 2 to 3 generations of
fabrication processes are not uncommon. When FPGA’s do become obsolete, they are
replaced by higher performance devices. In this case, only PCB replacement and FPGA re-
routing costs would be incurred, which are likely to cost much less than an ASIC update.



A RAM based FPGA approach provides a high degree of flexibility. One unit could be
programmed to process any one of a wide variety of unrelated frame formats and data rates
with different post-processing functions for each through download of a particular
configuration file. Some functions not anticipated prior to deployment of a unit could be
implemented later. Limited flexibility can be provided in an ASIC only through
incorporation of additional logic to implement only anticipated functions, while increasing
development cost and risk.

The FUSION module approach also provides sparing and maintenance advantages over a
custom module approach. When separate FUSION modules are used to perform different
functions in a unit or system, only one module type need be spared and maintained.

Another advantage of the FUSION module when used in conjunction with RACEway is
the ability to increase the functionality of a fielded unit without extensive re-work. By
initially providing spare VME slots and RACEway backplane compatibility in a unit,
additional functions can be provided through installation of more FUSION modules which
will communicate with existing functions using the RACEway interconnect.

CONCLUSIONS

FPGA’s can be used to efficiently implement a wide variety of high speed data processing
functions, including frame sync, error correction, and data manipulation. The FUSION
module is a flexible and low cost approach to implementing these functions.
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